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SMS Solutions Works Ideally Within Regular Marketing 

Efforts 

 
By: Zaky Jenings 

 

“A big advantage of SMS message is the fact that people may act in real-time upon a text 

cellular call to activity instead of noting a telephone number or URL for afterwards.” 

SMS marketing tactics enjoys the important advantage over TWITTER for the reason that 

Twitter doesn't offer interactive campaigns. Many marketers could be now describing 

similarities between regular search marketing as well as SMS broadcast. One important news 

flash about text communication gets a 95% look over rate at the same moment when the text 

message is sent! Advertising via cellular call 2 action is a cool and also effective means to 

increase response rates. 

SMS is a normal standards as well as platform agnostic and also as well handset-agnostic as 

well as is utilized across iPhone, Blackberry and also smartphone niches alike. SMS as well as 

cell phone online are complimentary, however numerous marketers are still unaware as to the 

simple, effective usability of the SMS messaging business tools. 

A big advantage of SMS message is the fact that people may act in real-time upon a text 

cellular call to activity instead of noting a telephone number or URL for afterwards. on The 275 

million cellular phone owners into the USA market, with maybe 160 mill Americans using SMS 

text messages as this is twice as much. Text marketing tactics enjoys benefits beyond those 

offered by TWITTER by reason of with TWITTER your customers cannot select-in the 

marketing campaign from the mobile phone in the same moment whereas with SMS marketing 

technologies your clients won't need to to get to a computer and establish a TWITTER profile 

and then find your account and then follow you. This is huge considering this stops your 

customers from opting-in in-store when the customers sees your flyer. Purchaser data and also 

aid of the clients facilitates the capacity to enable upcoming campaigns way more precisely. 

Respected retail as well as hotel brand names , academic districts, institutes, political figures, 

sports teams, etc. are utilizing this new text marketing technology, and so should any company. 

Text marketing tactics can be noted as high-ROI investments for customers, staff, sales and 

teams. Impress your customers by remaining responsive you offer to your clients and also 

prospects seven days a week - even If you workers don't want to be working. Text adverstising 

lets more than the one hundred sixty text characters permitted by Twitter, does not need a 
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mobile browser and is initiated via quick text verification. Text to be a part of keywords provide 

consumers a trustworthy method to select-into mobile marketing systems & receive notices 

using programs, also referred to SMS Gateway Providers. So lots of businesses are super 

enthusiastic to capitalize on SMS promotional techniques. 

Text promotion can be meeting point that brings your best prospects in contact with the more-

familiar marketing campaigns. text to Join marketing proves effective primarily because it is 

cool, quick, and effective. SMS business development tactics include text-to-opt-in client rolls 

whereby customers are advised to SMS to sign-up to receive discounts, etc. sent to the 

customer's mobile. Text message has been found to be one of the super method to gather 

comments of restaurants. 

Text message marketing offers Text -2- Join, text to Win, Text -2- vote, Text -4- discount, or all 

those established options above. These methods to assist your clients, as well as accumulate 

names in order to utilize on upcoming Text cell phones marketing campaigns. SMS marketing 

promotions in most cases are recognized by the public and it seems users tend to feel that 

they're control on account of SMS marketing enjoys consumer-opt-in features. Tagging 

advertising via text short codes both offers around-the-clock engagement with consumers and 

also enables a feeling of customer services response. An usual strategy seems to be using text 

to solicit feedback this can work great as service providers. Everyone is seemingly comfortable 

to the idea of cellular telephone, and more everyday text messaging. Bring in customer data 

from contact with clients and also reap the rewards of satisfying an instantaneous customer 

need. This also works as a prospecting secret by using observations. 

SMS communication tactics make one's communiques dynamic and also efficient in addition to 

accelerating your audience over time. Text promotion can be the glue that heightens 

communication with between you and your clients plus every customized promotion target 

market and campaign. 

Source: Article Bliss 
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About Profitera Corporation Sdn. Bhd. 

Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management Software Solutions. With offices in Malaysia, Singapore, the US and Partners in Asia, Middle East and 

Europe, Profitera provides solutions to help its Customers focus on their Clients and optimize Profits throughout 

their Revenue and Profitability Lifecycle. As experts in Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management, Profitera continuously brings real-time scalable technology to the doorstep of its Customers to help 

reduce Bad Debt and improve Profitability. 

 

Enterprise Revenue Collections & Debt Recovery Software Systems 

SMS Notification and 2-way SMS Interaction software platform 

Data Management and Software Integration Services 

Data Analysis, OLAP and Multi-dimensional Cubes for Online Interactive Reporting 

 


